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Introduction. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Let β[#,;y] be a polynomial ring of two variables and let Al= Spec(k[x,y]).
Embed Al into the projective plane Pf as the complement of a line /«,. Let
/ ^ k [ x , y ] be an irreducible polynomial, let FΛ be the curve on Al defined by
f=a for every a^k and let CΛ be the closure of FΛ in Pf. Then the set
Λ(/): — {CΛ; a^kU (°°)} is a linear pencil on Pi defined by/, where Cco^dL,
d being the degree of/. The set Λ0(/):— {FΛ; a^k} is called the linear pencil
on Al defined by /. The polynomial / is called generically rational when the
general members of Λ(/) (or Λ0(/)) are irreducible rational curves. Since the
algebraic function field k(x, y) of one variable over the subfield k(f) then has
genus 0, Tsen's theorem says that / is generically rational if and only if / is a
field generator in the sense of Russell [9, 10], i.e., there is an element g^k(x,y)
such that ^(tfjj)=&(/£). If / is a generically rational polynomial, we can
associate with / a non-negative integer n, where n-\-1 is the number of places
at infinity of a general member FΛ of Λ0(/), i.e., the number of places of FΛ
whose centers lie outside Al.
If d^ 1, the pencil Λ(/) has base points situated outside Al. Let φ: W-+PI
be the shortest succession of quadratic transformations with centers at the base
points (including infinitely near base points) of Λ(/) such that the proper transform Λ' of Λ(/) by φ has no base points. Then the linear pencil Λ' defines
a morphism p: W—*Pk9 whose general fibers are the proper transforms of general
members of Λ(/); thence they are nonsingular rational curves by virtue of
Bertini's theorem. Moreover, W contains in a canonical way an open subset
isomorphic to Al. A generically rational polynomial / is said to be of simple
type if the morphism p has n+l cross-sections contained in the boundary set
W-Al (cf. Definition 1.8, below).
If n=0, a generically rational polynomial / is sent to one of the coordinates
x, y of Al by a biregular automorphism of Al (cf. Abhyankar-Moh's theorem
[1, 4]); hence/ is of simple type. If w=l, a generically rational polynomial is
always of simple type (cf. Theorem 2.3, below). However, if n>l, a generi*> Supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research
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caily rational polynomial is not necessarily of simple type, as clarified by Saito
[13]. In effect, Saito determined in [12, 13] the standard forms of generically
rational polynomials for n=l, 2 by analytic methods.
One of the purposes of the present article is to determine the standard
forms of generically rational polynomials of simple type for arbitrary n^Q by
means of purely algebraic methods (cf. the results in §§2, 3).
The notations which we use frequently in this article are the following:
Let R be a β-algebra. Then JR* is the multiplicative group consisting of
invertible elements of Λ; Λ* is called the unit group of jR; if R is a finitely
generated, normal β-algebra then R*/k* is a finitely generated abelian group
(cf. [3]). For elements x, y of R*, we denote #~y if xy^^k*.
Let V be a nonsingular projective surface. Let Dly D2 be divisors on V.
Then (D1 D2) is the intersection number (or multiplicity) of Dly D2 on V. Let
C be a curve on V and let P be a point on C. Then mult P C is the ''multiplicity
of C at P. If DI and D2 are divisors, locally effective at P, then i(Dly D2\ P) is
the local intersection multiplicity of Dly D2 at P. For an effective divisor Z),
we denote by \D\ the underlying reduced curve.(*}
Let φ: W-+V be a birational morphism of nonsingular rational surfaces.
If D is a divisor on V then φ*(D) (or φ'(D), resp.) denotes the total transform (or the proper transform, resp.) of D by φ. Similarly, if Λ is a linear
pencil on V then φ'(Λ) denotes the proper transform of Λ by φ.
Let p: V-^B be a surjective morphism from a nonsingular projective surface onto a nonsingular curve, whose general fibers are nonsingular rational
curves; we call p a Pl-fibration. An irreducible curve Γ on V is called a
cress-section (or quasί-sectίon, resp.) if (Γ C) = 1 (or (Γ C)^l, resp.) for a
general fiber C of p.
The ground field k is always assumed to be an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero. The affine space (or the projective space, resp.) of dimension
n defined over k is denoted by Ank (or P£, resp.).

1. Standard compactifications of A
1.1. Lemma (cf. Gizatullin [2]). Let φ: V-^B be a surjective morphism from
a nonsingular projective surface V onto a nonsingular complete curve B such that
almost all filers are ίsomorphίc to P\. Let F=nlC1-\
\-nrC, be a singular fiber
of φ, where Cf is an irreducible curvey C t ΦC ; if /Φ/, and #,>(). Then we have:
(1) The greatest common divisor (n^ ~ ,nr] of n^ ~ ,nr is 1; Suρp(F)=
r

I) C: is connected.
(*) The readers are warned of not confusing \D\ with the complete linear system determined by D. In the present article, we do not use the symbol \D\ to signify the
latter meaning.
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(2) For l^z^r, C, is isomorphίc to P\ and (Cf)<0.
(3)
Fori*j,(CrCj)=Qorl.
(4) For three distinct indices i, j and I, C, ΓΊ Cy Π C/=φ.
(5) One of C^s, say C19 is an exceptional component, i.e., an exceptional
curve of the first kind. If r: V—>Vl is the contraction of CΊ, then φ factors as
r
<p1
φ: V-*VΊ^>B, where φ±: Vl-^B is afibration by P1.
(6) If one of n^s, say n±, equals 1 then there is an exceptional component
among C/s with 2^/^r.
1.2. A generalization of Lemma 1.1 is the following
Lemma. Let V be a nonsingular projective surface and let Λ be an irreducible linear pencil on V such that general members of Λ are rational curves. Let
33 be the set of points of V which are base points of Λ. Let F=nlCl-\- -{-nrCr
be a reducible member of Λ such that r^>2, where Ct is an irreducible component,
C ΦC; if 'ίφj, and n t >0. Then the following assertions hold true:
(1) If Ct: Π33=φ then C, is isomorphίc to P\ and (C )<0.
(2) // C, Π Cj Φ Φ for i Φj and C, Π Cy Π S3 = φ ίΛβn C, Π C; ccmώfc o/ a
single point where C, αwJ C; intersect each other transver sally.
(3) ίor ίAr^ iwi/nci indices i,j, I, if C, Π Cy Π C, Π 93=φ ίA^/z Ct Π Cy Π Ct=
φ.
(4) ^5t/w^ that (Cf)<0 whenever C, nS3φφ. TA^ ffe ^ 5:={Ct ; Cf
is «w irreducible component of F such that C, Π 35 =φ} is nonempty, and there is an
exceptional component in the set S.
(5) With the same assumption as in (4) above, if a component of S, say Cly has
multiplicity n^=^\ then there exists an exceptional component in S other than Cλ.
Proof. Let p: V—*-V be the shortest succession of quadratic transformations with centers at base points (including infinitely near base points) of Λ
such that the proper transform A of Λ by p has no base points. Then, by
Bertini's theorem, general members of A are isomorphic to Pi. The assertions
(1), (2) and (3) are then apparently true by Lemma 1.1. We shall prove the
assertions (4) and (5), assuming that 33φφ. Let Pe95. Set P0:=P, and let
Piy •"> PS-I exhaust infinitely near base points of Λ such that P{ is an infinitely
near point of P,_! of order one for l^/fgί— 1. For l<Ξ*i<^s, let σ^V^V^-^
be the quadratic transformation of V^ with center at P,-^, where V0: = V9
and let σ=σλ ..... σs. Then σ factors p, i.e., p— σ p. Let Ei:=(σi+ι ..... σs)'
(σT^Pi-i)) for l^i<s and let E',:=σ7l(P,-ι). Let Ei:=p'(Eί) for l^i^s.
It is clear that E/i^Ei and (E?)^(Έ}) for l^x^j, and that (£?)<-! for
l^i<s and (£,) = — !. Moreover, Es is not contained in any member of A;
indeed, if otherwise, A would have yet a base point on Es, which contradicts the
choice of points Px, •• ,P S _ 1 . The member F of A corresponding to jF of Λ
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may contain some (not necessarily all) of Elt •••, Es^.

After the above process

made for every point of S3 and every sequence of infinitely near base points
{PO, PI, •• ,PS_1} as above, we know that if we write F^n^-}-----\-nrCr)+
(WiAH-----\-mtDt] with Ci=p'(Ci) for l^i^r then we have;
1° if C,6ΞS then C^C, and (Cf)-(Cf),
2° if C ί φ5then(C f f)^-2,
3°(Z>?)^-2for l^ί^t.
Then the assertions (4) and (5) follow from the assertions (5) and (6) of Lemma
1.1.
Q.E.D.
1.3. Let V be a nonsingular projective surface containing an open subset U,
which is isomorphic to Al. Since U is affine, the boundary set V — U is connected and purely of codimension 1. Write V — U= (J Ct , where Ct is an
ι=l

irreducible component. We assume that the boundary curve V— U has only
normal crossings as singularities. Then we have the following
Lemma (cf. Ramanujam [8]). Let V and C^s be as above. Then the
following assertions hold true:
(1) For every ί, Ct is isomorphic to P\.
(2) For ίφ;, (Cl-Cy)=0 or 1.
(3) For three distinct indices i, j and I, Ct Π Cj Π C/=φ.
(4) There is no circular chain (or loop) {Ctι, •••, Cis} such that (C/y Cfy + 1 )=l
V is then called a normal compactificatίon of A2k. V is called a minimal
normal compactification if the following additional condition is satisfied:
(5) If an irreducible component , say C1? of V— U is an exceptional curve of
the first kind, then at least three other components of V—U meet Cλ.
1.4. Let V be a normal compactification of Al. Then the dual graph of the
boundary curve V— U is defined by assigning a vertex o to each irreducible
component and by connecting two vertices by an edge (like o—o) if two corresponding components meet each other. The condition (4) of Lemma 1.3
says that the dual graph of V— U is a tree. The dual graph is said to be linear
if it is a tree and each vertex has at most two branches. Then we have the
following.
Lemma (cf. Ramanujam [8]). Let V be a minimal normal compactification
of Al.
Then the dual graph of the boundary curve is linear.
The dual graphs of all possible minimal normal compactifications of Al
were classified by Morrow [7]. An algebraic proof of the above lemma of
Ramanujam and also of Morrow's result (even over the ground field of positive
characteristic) was given by S. Mori [6]. However, we use this result only in
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one place (cf. 3.11) in this article.
1.5. Let k[x, y] be a polynomial ring in two variables x, y and let / be an irreducible polynomial of degree rf>0 in k[x,y]. Let Λ(/) be the linear pencil on
Pi defined by /. Then Λ(/) has base points on the line L at infinity. Set V0
:=Pk Let φ: V-^V0 be the shortest succession of quadratic transformations
with centers at base points (including infinitely near base points) of Λ(/) such
that the proper transform A of Λ(/) by φ has no base points. Let p: V-*P\
be the surjective morphism defined by A. Then each irreducible (exceptional) curve arising in the process φ of quadratic transformations is either a
quasi-section of p or contained in a fiber of p. Let t\, •• ,Γί exhaust all
irreducible (exceptional) curves arising in the process φ, which are quasisections of p. Then it is clear that every Γ, is isomorphic to Pi.
Note that V contains in a canonical way an open subset U which is isomorphic to Al and that V is a normal compactification of U&Al. Let i/r: Ϋ->V
be a contraction of all possible exceptional (contractible) components of V—U,
which are contained in the fibers of p. Then V is a nonsingular projective
surface containing an open subset £7, which is isomorphic to Al. However,
V is not necessarily a normal compactification of Al (cf. [5 Example 2.4.4, p.
122]). Moreover, there exists a surjective morphism p: V-^Pl such that
p=p ψ>. We set Γ, —ψ(Γ, ) for l^i^p and denote by SΌo the fiber of p which
corresponds to the member dL of Λ(/). If we identify U with Sptc(k[x,y]),
there exists an inhomogeneous coordinate u of P\ such that the point p(S00) is
given by u= oo and SΛΓ\ U=FΛ for each αe&, where SΛ is the fiber of p lying
over the point u=a.
1.6. Assume that / is generically rational, i.e., general members of Λ(/) are
rational curves. Then, with the above notations, SΌo is isomorphic to Pi. Let
Si, •••, Sr be all fibers of p such that F{: = Si Π UΊs a reducible curve for l^i^r.
Let wif be the number of irreducible components of F; for l^i^r. On the
other hand, ΓΊ, • *,Γ/ > exhaust all quasi-sections of p which are contained in
V— [/, while they are not necessarily nonsingular. Let δ; be the degree of the
morphism p\Γj:Tj—>P\.
Note that ψ | ^ j : Tj —>Γ; is the desingularization of
Tj. For l<^j<^p. let v~ 2 (^o~l)> where eQ is the ramification index of p \ p β
Q

at a point QEϊΓ ; and the summation ranges over all points Q of Γ; such that
p(Q)Φρ(S00). Then we have the following.
Lemma (cf. Saito [13], Suzuki [15]).
as above, zee have:

With the assumptions and the notations

(1) p+r— 1= Σ^ϊί (2) #+l=/ ) +Σ z ';> where n-\-\ is the number of
ί=l
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places at infinity of a general member FΛ of Λ0(/) (cf. Introduction.}
Proof. (1) We note that Sl9 •••, Sr are all singular fibers of p. Indeed,
suppose that S is a singular fiber of p other than *SΊ, •••, Sr. Then S has only
one irreducible component C which meets U. Let μ be the multiplicity of C
in S. Since μCf) U=SΓ\ U is defined by an equation f=a with some a^k,
we have /— a=\gμ for some irreducible polynomial g£Ξk[x,y] and λ£Ξ&*.
The assertion (6) of Lemma 1.1 implies that μ>l. Then / i s reducible, which
contradicts the choice of /. Let S be an irreducible fiber of p. Then we
have

v

where X( ) denotes the Euler number (cf. Safarevic [11; p. 58]). Let m'i be
the number of irreducible components of S{. Since the dual graph of S{ is a
tree, it is easy to show that %(5fί )=2m — (m\— l)=m + l. On the other hand,
it is easy to see from construction of V that the Picard group Pic(F) is a free
r

abelian group of rank !+/>+ Σ (#*ί — wx, ).
r

equal to 2+l+/>+ Σ (nt'i—m^.
ι=l

Since F is rational, %(F) is then

Thus, from the above equality, we obtain

3+ί+ Σ (mi-mf) = 4+ Σ (»ί-l) ,
»=1

ί=l

whence follows the first equality.
(2) For each j (l^j^p), *SΌo Π Γy consists of a single point, which is also a
one-place point. For, if otherwise, Ϋ— U would contain a circular chain of irreducible components, which is a contradiction by the assertion of Lemma 1.3.
Then there is only one point on Γy lying over the point ρ(SΌo), where the ramification index of p \ py equals Sj. By Hurwitz's formula, we obtain δy — \ — Vj for
every j (l^j^p).
On the other hand, note that if S is a general fiber of p, S
has n+l distinct points outside of S Γl C/, among which δ; points lie on Γ y for
each j (l^j^p}.
Therefore, we have the second equality.
Q.E.D.
1.7. Lemma. Let f be a generically rational polynomial in k[x,y\. Then,
with the notations as above, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) "=0;
(2) ί=l; β
(3) r=Q, i.e., the curve FΛ on Al defined by f=a is irreducible for every
;
(4) / is sent to one of coordinates x, y by a bίregular automorphism of A2k: =
(%,j;]).
Proof.

Note that p>0. Then the implication (1)=Φ(2) is clear.

Suppose
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p=l. Then r— 0 by the first equality of Lemma 1.6, because m^2 for every
i. This implies the assertion (3) (cf. the proof of the first equality of Lemma
1.6). Suppose the condition (3) is satisfied. Then V is a relatively minimal
rational ruled surface, whence V is a Hirzebruch surface Fa=Proj(Opi®Opi(a))
with β^O. Let M be the minimal section of Fa, i.e., M is the cross-section of
2
p with (M )=—a; when a= 0 we take a cross-section of p as M. Since Pic(F)
is a free abelian group generated by M and the fiber *SΌo of p, the unique quasisection Γ of p contained in V—U is linearly equivalent to a divisor of the
form αM-f /35Όo, where a and β are non-negative integers such that β^aa.
Since U^Al and F— E7=Γ U SΌo, we know that Γ and S* also generate Pic(F).
Then α=l, and Γ is a cross-section. This implies that S f } U is isomorphic
to A\ for every fiber S of p other than £„,. Hence the curve F0 defined by
/=0 is isomorphic to A\. Now, the assertion (4) follows from Abhyankar-Moh's
theorem (cf. Abhyankar-Moh [1], Miyanishi [4]). The implication (4)=^(1)
is clear.
Q.E.D.
1.8. DEFINITION. Let f be a generically rational polynomial in k[x, y\. f is said
to be of simple type if the equality p=n-\-l holds.
The second equality of Lemma 1.6 shows that/ is of simple type if and
only if ΓΊ, •••, Γ^, are all cross-sections of p.
Lemma. Let f be a generically rational polynomial in k[x, y] such that a
general member of Λ0(/) has two places at infinity, i.e., n=l. Then f is of simple
type. Moreover, Λ0(/) has only one reducible fiber, which has two irreducible
components.
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, we have p^2. Then, by the second equality
of Lemma 1.6, we must have ^=2, whence/ is of simple type. Then the first
equality of Lemma 1.6 implies that r=l and m1=2.
Q.E.D.
1.9. Let/ be a generically rational polynomial in k\x,y\. We assume in this
paragraph that/ is of simple type, i.e., p=n-\-l. Then every Tj(l^j^p) is
a nonsingular rational curve. We assume, furthermore, that^>^2, i.e., n^l.
Since U is isomorphic to Al, two distinct Γ y and Γ/ do not meet each other
on any fiber S of p other than SΌoj indeed, if otherwise, V—U would contain
a circular chain of irreducible components. Note also that S^ •••, Sr exhaust
all singular fibers of p.
Let Δ be an irreducible component of S, — 5, (Ί U (if it exists at all) for some
*(1^^0 If there is a sequence of irreducible components {Δi, •• ,Δ / } of
Sf— -iS. ΓI C/such that Δι=Δ, Δ / Π Δ / + 1 Φ φ for l^l<t and Δ,nΓ ; φφ for some
j (l^J^^+1), we say that Δ is connected to Γ y . Since V—U is a connected
curve, every irreducible component Δ of S{— S{Γ\ U is connected to some Γ y
), while Δ is not connected to two distinct Γ, and Γ/; indeed, if
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otherwise, V— U would contain a circular chain of irreducible components.
For each pair (ί,j) with l<Ξ*i<^r and l^j^n+1, let E{j be the union of all
irreducible components Δ of *Sf— S/Γlt/, which are connected to Γ;. Then
Efj is a connected curve if it is not empty.
Set Poo: = p(Sco) and Pi: = ρ(Si) for l^ί^r. Then the points P~ and
P?s are determined by #=oo and u=ci{\^i^r)J respectively, with respect to
the inhomogeneous coordinate u of P\ (cf. the paragraph 1.5). Set Z: —
Pi—{Poo,Pι, —,Pr}. Then ρ~*(Z) with the morphism p: p~\Z)-*Z is a
trivial P^bundle over Z, i.e., there exists a Z-isomorphism 17: p~\Z)~ZχPk
We may assume that there exist points Qly •••, QM+1 on Pi such that
ί?"1(Zχ{Qy}) = Γ y np~ 1 (Z) for l^y^w+1. Now, choose an inhomogeneous
coordinate v on P\ (=the fiber of p) such that Qn+l is defined by v=°° and
QJ is defined by v=dj for l^j^n; in the sequel, we set Qoo'.=Qn+ι and Γoo: =
Γw+1. Let p2:ZχPlk-+Pl be the second projection. Then the morphism
p2 η: p~\Z)-*P\ (or equivalently saying, the inclusion of the subfield k(v) into
k(x,y)) defines a linear pencil L on V without fixed components such that
Γi, •••, Γn+1 are contained in distinct members Bj, •••, Bn, Boo: = Bn+ι of L,
respectively.
For each i(l^z^r), let Sfl, •••, SIW|. exhaust all irreducible components of
Si such that S £ β ΠE/Φφ for l^α^ra,-. Set Fίβ: = S j β n C / and let fia be an
irreducible polynomial in k[x,y] such that Fia is defined by /,-e=0, where
Then, for each ί (1^/^r), we have

where λ, eΛ* and α ίfl is a positive integer.

1.9.1.

Then we have:

k[x, y, ( ί=ι
Π «=ι
Π/ί.)-1] - %, ^ί=ιΠ (tt-^ )"1.y=ιΠ (v-dj)-*].

1.9.2. If n^29 the linear pencil L has no base points which lie outside *SΌo.
Proof. Suppose that Q is a base point of L with Q$*SΌo. Then it is clear
that Q^Si for some /(l^i^r). Note that, for every j (l^j^w+1), the underlying curve of By is contained in the union of Γy and the underlying curves
of 5/ί (1^/^r). Since w+1^3, this implies that either there are at least two
components of S, intersecting one of the cross-sections Γ/ί, or there are at
least three components of Sf passing through the point Q, which contradicts
the assertion (4) of Lemma 1.1.
1.9.3. After a suitable modification^ of V with centers at points of SΌo, we may
(*) a succession of quadratic transformations with centers at points and contractions of
exceptional curves of the first kind.
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assume that L has no base points on SΌo.
Proof. If SΌo is not contained in any member of L then L has no base
points on SΌo. Suppose that L has a base point Q on 5Όo. Let s:=i(Ξ, Ξ'; Q)
for distinct general members Ξ and E' of L. Set QQ:= Q, and let Qly •••, Q s _j
be infinitely near points of Q0, which lie on (the proper transforms of) Ξ,
such that Qf is an infinitely near point of Q { _j of order one for l^i<s. Let
σ,: Vi-^Vf-i be the quadratic transformation of V^ with center at Qf _ι, where
F0:=F, and let σ=σ, ..... σs. Let Ef:=(ri+l ..... σ,Y(σTl(Qi-ι)) for l^ί<J,
and let E.i^σT^Q.-i). Let S£: = σ'(S..), let Γ}: = σ'(Γ,) for 1^/^n+l,
and let L':=σ'(L). Then we have the following dual graph of σ'^SL):
-1

-2

SL

E,

-2

-1

E°i

Es'

Since w+lΞ>2, some member Ξy(l^Sj^n+l) does not contain *SΌo. Moreover, since (Γ; SΌo)— 1, we know that Q0, Qly •••, Qs.λ exhaust all base points
(including infinitely near base points) of L centered on SΌo. Therefore, L' has
no base points centered on S^. Thus Es is a cross-section of I/', and SL U Eλ U •••
U5s-ι is contained in some member of L'. Let σ: F5-»F be the contraction of
51, £Ί, •••,ES_1. Now, replace F by F. Then the above modification σ σ"1:
F->F changes only 5^.
Q.E.D.
1.9.4. Assume that r^2.
Erj is a nonempty set.

Then, for every j (l^j^n-\-l)y at most one of Eljy •••,

Proof. Suppose that (at least) two of Eljy « -,£ r y, say Elj and E2j, are
nonempty sets. By 1.9.3, we may assume that L has no base points on 5Όo.
Then V is a normal compactification of Z7. Note that (5i)~ 0 and no exceptional components are contained in (J Eijt
t =l

By contracting (possible) excep-

tional components in V— U, we would obtain a minimal normal compactification of Aly for which the dual graph of the boundary curve is not linear.
This contradicts Lemma 1.4.
Q.E.D.
1.9.5. For distinct pairs (i,j) and (*',/), we have EijΓ[Ei'j'=φ.

Furthermore,

we have Si—SiΠ U= Tj E f j for every i (l^i^r).
Proof.

Clear from the construction and the above arguments.

1,9.6. Assume that n^2. With V modified so that L has no base points (cf.
1.9.3), L defines a P^fibration r: V-+P\ such that S^ is a cross-section of r.
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1.9.7. Assume that n^l. After the modification of V so that L has no base
points on SΌo, we call V a standard compactίfication of Al with respect to a generically rational polynomial / of simple type. Then we have the following
Lemma. Let f be a generίcally rational polynomial of simple type in k[x} y]
with n^l. Let V and V be standard compactifications of Al: = Sρec(k[x}y])
with respect to f. Let p: V '-+P\ (or p: P->Pί, resp.) be the Pl-fibration of V
(or V, resp.) defined by f. Then there exists an isomorphism θ: V->V such that
p=p θ.

Proof. V (or V, resp.) contains an open subset U (or f/, resp.) isomorphic
to Al. The identity morphism id.:U^O extends to a birational mapping
Θ\V^>V such that p=ρ 0. We shall show that θ is an isomorphism. Let
33 and 93 be the generic fibers of p and p, respectively. Then both 33 and !β
are complete normal models of the algebraic function field k(x, y) of one variable
over l=k(f).
Hence 33 and ^ are isomorphic to Pi. Let Γj, •• ,Γ W + 1 (or
ΓΊ, •••, Γn+1, resp.) be the cross-sections of p (or p, resp.) contained in V—U (or
V— £7, resp.). Since 33— {IMΊ33, -••, Γw+1Γl33} is identified to $— {ΓiΠS,
•••, ΓM+1 Π 33} under θ, 33 is isomorphic to 3$ under θ, and we may assume that
θ(Γj Π 33) = Tj Π IB for l^j^n+l. Then 0:Γ ; ->Γ y is an isomorphism for
l^j^n+l. Let S19 •••,$, (or Si, •••, Sr, resp.) be reducible fibers of p (or
p, resp.). Define E^ fl^i^r and l^j^w+1) for V in the same fashion as
r

n+l _

for F; note that U (J £", contains no exceptional curves of the first kind. Let
ί=1 i=l
_
_
Soo (or Soo, resp.) be the fiber of p (or p, resp.) contained in V—U (or V— U,
resp.). If θ is not biregular, V — U contains an irreducible curve T which
becomes an exceptional curve of the first kind after a succession of quadratic
transformations with centers at points in V—U. Since every component in
r

n+ l

[j jj Efj has self-intersection multiplicity 5^ — 2,T must be S^.

However, if 5Όo

is contracted after a sequence of quadratic transformations, Γ1? •••, Tn+1 meet
each other at one point on Soo, which is a contradiction. Hence θ is biregular.
Similarly, θ'1 is biregular. Thus θ is an isomorphism such that p=ρ 0.
Q.E.D.
1.10.

In the second section we use the following

Lemma (cf. Miyanishi [3,5]). Let X be a nonsingular affine surface defined by an affine k-domaίn A. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) A is a unique factorization domain and A*=k*.
(2) There exist nonsingular irreducible curves C1 and C2 on X such that
C1 Π C2= {P} , and Cl and C2 intersect each other transversally at P.
(3) Cl (resp. C2) has only one place at infinity.
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(4) Let a2 be a prime element of A defining the curve C2. Then a2—a is a
prime element of A for all a e k.
(5) There is a nonsingular projectίve surface V containing X as an open
subset such that the closure C2 of C2 in V is nonsingular and (a2)0 (=ΐhe zero part
of the divisor of a2) = C2. Then X is isomorphic to Al, and the curves C1 and C2
are sent to the axes of a suitable coordinate system of Al.
1.11. Here, we recall a general result due to Russell [9; Cor. 3.7] on a generically rational polynomial.
Proposition. Let f be a generίcally rational polynomial in k[x,y]. Then
there are at most two points (including infinitely near points) of the curve /=0 on
the line at infinity L. In particular, the degree form of f has at most two distinct
irreducible factors.
2. Genetically rational polynomials with n— 1
In this section, / is a generically rational, irreducible polynomial in k\x,y\
with n=l. Then/ is of simple type and Λ0(/) has only one reducible member
consisting of two irreducible components (cf. Lemma 1.8). Let f=c1 be the
reducible member of Λ0(/). We use the notations of the previous section
with due modifications.
2.1.

Lemma. With the notations of 1.9, we have one of the following cases:
(1) Case FπΠFuΦφ. Then (S11 S12)=1 and FlΛ^A\ for a=l, 2.
(2) Case FnΓiF12=φ. Then (5r11 512)=0, and one of Fn and F12y say Fn,
is isomorphic to Al and the other, say Fί2, is isomorphic to A* (=A\—(one point}}.
Proof. (1) Suppose FuΓlF12^φ. Then (Sn Sl2)=l (cf. Lemma 1.1,
(3)). Since EnΓ\E12=φ, we may assume that (Γa\jEla)Γ\Sla^Fφ for a=l,2.
Since the dual graph of S1 is a tree, it is easy to see that Fla^Al for a— I, 2.
(2) Suppose FnΓ\F12=φ. Then one of Sn and *S12, say 512, intersects both
Γι\jEu and T2\jE12y and the other one, say Su, intersects only one of Tι\jEn
and Γ 2 U# 12 . Then (SU S12)=0, F^Al and F^A1*.
Q.E.D.
2.2. Lemma. With the notations of 1.9 and after a suitable change of coordinates
of k[x,y], we have one of the following cases:
(1)
fn=χandf12=y.
(2) fu=x andf12=xly-{-P(x)ί where />0 and P(x)ek[x] with deg P(x)<l
Proof. (1) Suppose FuΓ\F12ή=φ. Then, by virtue of Lemmas 1.7 and
1.10, we may change coordinates of k\x,y\ so that/ u =# and/12=j.
(2) Suppose FnΓ\Fl2=φ. Then, by virtue of Abhyankar-Moh's Theorem
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(cf. Lemma 1.7), we may assume that fu=x.
have only to prove the following assertion:

Taking account of 1.9.1, we

Let g^k[x, y] be an irreducible polynomial such that g$Ξk[x] and £(0,^)^0.
Assume that we have the following identification of rings,
l

1

l

1

k[x, y, x~ , g' ] = k[u, v, u~ , V ] .

Then g is of the form :
g = \(xly+P(x)), where λ<Ξ&*, />0 and P(x)<=k[x]
with degP(x)<l and P(0)ΦO.
Indeed, by comparison of the unit groups of both rings, we have: u^x"^
and v^x^g^y where α, yβ, 7, δ^Z such that αδ— /3γ=±l This implies that
g satisfies
= G(x,g), where G(x, g)<EΞk[x, g] .
If δ>0 then we have a relation: gh(x, y)^k[x] with h(x,y)^k\x, y], which implies g^k[x]y a contradiction. Hence b—Q. Write
g = A0(x)yM+ . - +AM(x)
where A{(x)y Bj(x)^k[x]
have

and G(x, g) - B0(x)g"+ - +BN(x) ,

(O^i^M and O^j^N) and A0(x)B0(x)*Q.

whence M=l and A0(x)~χl.
replacing y by y-\-C(x).

Then we

Therefore, g is written in the stated form after
Q.E.D.

2.3. Theorem (cf. Saito [12; p. 332], Sugie [14]). Let f be a genetically rational, irreducible polynomial in k\x,y\ with n=\. Then, after a suitable change of
coordinates, f is reduced to either one of the following two forms:
(1) /~ *V+1» where α>°> /5>0 and (<*> ^)=1(2) /~ x«(xly+P(x))β+l, where α, /3, />0, (α, /8)=1 and P(x)(Ξk[x]
Proof.

with

Clear by Lemma 2.2.

2.4. Proposition. Assume that the curve C0 on Pi defined by /— 0 intersects L
in only one point P. Let Jj ^multpCo. Then d^d^the degree of f. Moreover,
there exists a birational automorphism p of Pi such that p induces a bίregular
automorphism on Al:=Pl— /«> and that i he proper transform Co of C0 by p intersects
L in two points with (Co
The existence of an automorphism p such that p \ A^k is a biregular automorphism and that the proper transform p'(C0) intersects L in two points
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follows from the above theorm. However, the above proposition is proved by
a constructive method depending on Lemma 1.2, which allows us to determine
more explicitly an automorphism p with the stated properties. For more
details, the readers will be referred to Miyanishi [5; Chap. II, §6].
2.5. It is clear that the integers a and β in Theorem 2.3 are the multiplicities
of components Sn and S12 of the fiber Sly respectively, in the standard compactification of Al with respect to /. On the other hand, Lemma 1.9.7 implies that the standard compactification of Al with respect to / is obtained by
assuming that / is written in the form stated in Theorem 2.3. By a straightforward computation, we know that the dual graphs of Eu and E12 are linear.
For details, see [5; ibid.].

3. Generically rational polynomials of simple type with n>l
In this section, f is a generically rational, irreducible polynomial of simple
type with n>l. In the paragraphs 3.1<^3.4, we consider the case r=l; in
the paragraphs 3.5^3.8, we consider the case where r^2 and m^n for every
/'(Ifg/ίgr); in the paragraphs 3.9*—'3.12, we consider the case where r—2, mλ=
n and m2=2.
3.1. We shall consider the case r=l. For convenience's sake, we simplify the
notations as follows: Σ: = Sι; Σβ:=*SΊβ, Fa:=Fla, fa:=fla, aa:=ala for l^a^m^
where m1=p = n-\-l; Ej:=Elj for l ^ j ^ w + 1 ; we may assume that ^—1
(cf. 1.9.) Note that the pencil L on the standard compactification V of Al with
respect to / has no base points; hence L defines a P^fibration r: V-*P\. Let
Ξ be a general fiber of r. Since (Soo B)=l, we have (Σ E)=l. This implies
that there exists an irreducible component Δ of Σ such that (Δ Ξ)^!, i.e., Δ
is a cross-section of r, and the other components of Σ are contained in the
fibers Ξ!, •• ,5n+ι and possibly one other fiber of L, as will be seen below.
First, we shall prove the following:
Lemma. With the assumptions and the notations as above, we have one
of the following cases:
(1) ΔΓΊ?7φφ. We may assume that Δ = ΣΛ+ι. Then EΓiU^Al and
Fa^Al for lίSα^/r, Σβ (l^fl^w) belongs to one and only one of Si, •• ,En+ι,
while none of Si, •• ,SΛ+1 contains two of Σ Λ 's; thus, after a suitable change of
inhomogeneous coordinate v of P\ (=the fiber of p) and a suitable change of indices, we may assume that Σfl belongs to Ξ Λ for \^a^n\ .F n+1 =Δ—(ΔΠΞ Λ+ ι)U
Uι((Γ, U Ej) Π Δ), where ΔaPΪ au+ί= 1.
(2) ΔΠ?7=φ. We may assume that Δ is a component of En+1. Then
H f Ί U^A*'y Σβ (l^β^w+1) belongs to one and only one of Ξj, •••, H M ; none of
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Σfl's belongs to Bn+1; thus, after a suitable change of indices, we may sasume that
Σα belongs to Ba for l<*a^n and Σw+1 belongs to either one of B/s (l^j^n), say
BI, or none of them\ F^A^for 2^a^n and Fn+l^A\. Moreover, (i) F^A*
either if Σw+ι is a component of BI and ΣI Π ΣM+1=~-φ or // ΣM+1 belongs to none of
BJ'S (l^j^n), and (ii) F^A\ if Σw+1 is a component of BI
Proof. (1) SupposeΔΠ t/Φφ. As in the statement, we may assume that
Δ=ΣΛ+ι. ThenΞΠ E7=B— Bn*SΌo, whence ΣΠ t/^.Aί. Since (B Σ f l )=Ofor
l^α^n, Σβ belongs to the fibers of L. Hence we may assume that one of
BI, •• ,Bn+ι, say Bn+ι, contains none of Σβ's (l^a^n). Then the inhomogeneous coordinate v of P\ (=the fiber of p) is an element of k[x,y]; indeed,
the polar divisor of v on V has no irreducible components meeting the open set
U= Spec(k[x, y]). Since BΓ\U^Al, we may assume, after a suitable change
of coordinates in k[x,y], that v=x (cf. Abhyankar-Moh's Theorem). Then
the curve v= a on U is isomorphic to A\ for every a^k. This implies that
Σβ (l^a^ri) belongs to one and only one of BI, •••, Bn, and that none of B/s
(l^j^w) contains two of Σα's. Note that Tj\jEj is contained in B; for
It is now clear that FΛ+l = Δ-(ΔΠB n + 1 )U U ((Γy U £,-) Π Δ),
y=ι
where ( Γ y U ^ Π Δ is a single point if it is nonempty and Δ^Pjξ. Since
(B Σ)=1, the multiplicity an+l of Δ in Σ equals 1.
(2) Suppose ΔΠC/=φ. After a suitable change of the inhomogeneous
coordinate v, we may assume that Δ is a component of En+1. We have (B Σfl)— 0
for l^β^w+l and (B; Δ)=1 for l^j^n. Hence ΓyU-By, which is contained in By, is connected to Δ by means of one or more of Σβ's for l^j^n.
This implies that Bw+1 contains at most one of Σc's and By(l^j^w) contains
at most two of Σa's. Suppose that 3W+1 contains one of Σα's, say Σn+1. Then
Bj(l^j^n) contains one and only one of Σ α 's(l^α^n). After a suitable
change of indices, we may assume that Bj contains Σ y for l^j^n. Then it is
easy to see that v—d^ffjf-^
for l^ίj^n, where /3y>0 (l^j^n) and γ>0; γ
is independent of j. Since u— l^/?1-"/*??1, the identification of rings in
1.9.1 implies (by computing the unit groups of the rings on both hand sides)
that the following matrix A is unimodular,
l^j^n+l.

βι

0

However, det^=(-l)β{ft

•.

0
βn

-7

/8^+1+τΣ/3ι
1=1

/3l -ιαl /3m

A}, whence A is

not unimodular because n^2. Therefore, Ξw+1 contains none of Σβ's (ί^a^
w+1). Then, after a suitable change of indices, we may assume that Σy is used
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to connect Γy U Ej to Δ for l^j^n. The remaining component Σ w+1 belongs
to one of B/s (1 ^j^ri), say E19 or none of them. It is then clear that Fa^A%
for 2^a^n. If either ΣM+1 belongs to none of B/s (l^j^n) or ΣM+1 is a component of B! and Σj Π Σn+1— φ, then F^^lJ.. If ΣM+1 is a component of Bj and
2
ι Π 2n+1Φφ, then F^Al. In any case, PM+1^^. Since B Π U=S— (Ξ Π 5co)
U (B Π Δ), it is isomorphic to A*.
Q.E.D.
3.2. Lemma. With the assumptions and the notations of Lemma 3.1, after a suitable change of coordinates of k[x,y], we have one of the following four cases:
(1) C V w * Δ Π t / Φ φ :
and

x),

£/^0,

P(x)tΞk[x],

where 8—0 whenever (ΓyLJ£y)nΔ=φ, an d where 8y > 0 and P(dj) Φ 0 whenever
(Tj U £, ) Π Δ Φ φ. Moreover, an+1= I .
(2) Co«? ΔΠE7=φ and Σn+1ct |B y | ( * } for
l^j^n:
x

and fjf^

x\xty-\-P(x))—dj

for

l^jί^n,

where />0, ί^O αwJ P(ίc)eΛ[Λ;]; degP(jc)<ί αwrf P(0)ΦO */ f>0,
if t=Q. Moreover, α w+1 =l.
(3) CέwβΔnf/=φ, Σ^clS
d; for
where />0.

2^j^n,

Moreover, an+ι — αi/^zbl

(4) Cflίβ Δ Π t/=φ, Σ M+1 C IBJ and Σ^Σ^^φ:

degP(Λ:)<ί ami P(0)ΦO.

Moreover,

Proof. (1) Since none of 2fl's (l^^^τz+1) is contained in HM+1 we have
^y], and since B n C / = A j , we may assume that v=x (cf. AbhyankarMoh's Theorem). Then, each fiber Ej(l^j^n) of L (or r) has only one
component Σ y which intersects [/, and Σ j f } U = F j .
Since By corresponds to
the value v=dj, we have /; <—w — d}. Now, the curve Fn+1, which is defined
by/ w+1 =0, is written in the form:
(*)

For an effective divisor D on Vt we denote by \D\ the underlying reduced curve of
D.
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where P0(x), •••, PN(x)^k[x] and P0(#)ΦO. Since Fn+1 meets the curve x=a
transversally in a single point for a^k such that a^dj (l^j^n) or a=dj with
Fj Π .Fw+1Φφ. Hence we know that N= I and PΌ(x)~ Π (x—dtfi, where £y=0
if FyΠF M + 1 Φφ, i.e., (ΓyU£y)ΠΔ=φ. If ^nί;+1=φ, i.e., (ΓyU£ y )ΠΔΦφ,
we have £y>0 and P^^ΦO. Thus, we obtain the stated form for fn+1. On
the other hand, we have:
1

x

u—1~/ί •••/?+!

and v—dj — ffi

with

/3y>0 for

l^j^n.

The identification of rings in 1.9.1 implies that the following matrix A is unimodular,

A=

ί ai •••α«
α« an+1 \
?,
0

0 •••

-

0

Since det ^4=(— l)*αll+1/81—/8ll, we have /81= —=/8ll=αίl+1=l.
(2) Since Xn+1ct |S; | for l^j^w, there is one more reducible fiber H0, other
than Ξ/s (l^j^w+1), such that
where (Γ S»)=1, (Γ ΣW+1)^1, l^|c£ M + 1 if Z>0, and />0. Then Γ0 (: =
TO U)^Al if (Γ Σn+1)-l and Γ0^^i if (Γ Σίl+1)=0. Since ΞΠ t/«-4i, we
may assume, by virtue of Theorem 2.3 that fn+l=χ and T0 is defined by y=0
(if Γ^^Li) or Λ*y + P(Λ!) = 0 (if T^A1*), where ί>0 and P(x)^k[x] with
degP(Λ;)<ί andP(0)Φθ. Moreover, we may assume that the fiber H0 corresponds to the value 7^=0, where v^k[x,y] because |Ξ Λ + 1 | Π U=φ. Since By
corresponds to the value v = dj and J P y = | B y | n C ^ for l ^ j ^ n , we have
fj —' xl(xty-\-P(x)) — dj. We obtain #n+1— 1 by the same argument as in the case

(i).

(3) The fiber BI is, then, written in the form:
where (Σ!-Δ)=I, (Σ1 Σ,+1)=1, \Z\=E1(JΓly and />0. Since F^F^^Al,
we may assume that / W+I —Λ: and/! =3; (cf. Lemma 1.10). Since v^k[x,y] and
the fiber Bj corresponds to the value v=d^ we may assume that ϋ=Λi'ty+d1.
Then we have fj~ v—dj = x1y-\-d1—dj for 2^j^n, because Σ y C | B y | and
(Σy Δ) = l. On the other hand, we have:

and v — df^

for
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By the same reasoning as in the case (1), we have the following unimodular
matrix
1
A=

1

o

0

/
0

Since det^4=(— l)n(an+1— aj), we have aΛ+ί—aιl=±l.
(4) The fiber B1 is, then, written in the form:

where (B! Δ)=I, (Σ1-Σβ+1)=0, Σ^Π |Z|Φφ, I Z I ^ U Γ j and />0. Since
-Fn+1^-AΪ, we may assume that/w+1=#. Since v^k[x,y] and ΞΠ t/~A#, ^ is
a generically rational polynomial with n=ly and the curve v=dλ is a reducible
member of Λ0(?;) with two mutually non-intersecting components. By virtue
of Lemma 2.2, we may set
f1 = χty+P(χ)y
f > 0 , P(*)eΛ[*]
with degP(#)<* and P(0)ΦO.
Then we may assume that v—dί=f1fln^1=xl(xty-\-P(x)).
Hence /; ^^ v—d~
xI(xty+P(x))-\-d1—dj for 2^j^n. We obtain an+l— ^=±1 by the same argument as in the case (3).
Q.E.D.
3.3. Theorem. Let f be a generically rational, irreducible polynomial of simple
type in k[x,y] with n>l and only one reducible member in Λ0(/). Then, after a
suitable change of coordinates in k[x, y], f is reduced to one of the following four
polynomials:

(l)

f

( Π (*-</,)•/) Cv y=ι
Π (*-rfy) y+P(*))+l ,

where dlt ••• ,dn are mutually distinct elements in k and P(x)^k[x]; cϊy>0 and
if Sj>0.

(2)
where 7>0, t^O and P(x)<=k[x}\ degP(x)<t and P(0)ΦO if t>0 and P(x)=ΰ if
t= 0; cLj's and d/s are as in the case (1).

(3)
d2y " ydn are mutually distinct elements in k*\ /3>0, />0 and α; >0 /or
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l^j^n; β-a1l=±l.
(4) /- ^-(*yhP(*))ei- ^
where t>0 and P(x)^k[x]
as in the case (3).
Proof.

with degP(x)<t and P(0)ΦO; β, /, a s and d/s are

Follows easily from Lemma 3.2.

3.4. By comparison of the unit groups of two rings, which are connected to
each other by the identification of rings as in 1.9.1, we can prove the following:
Proposition. Let fl9 •••,/„+! (ft ^2) be mutually distinct irreducible polynomials in k[x,y]. Assume that we have the identification of rings,

k[*,y, (/ι-/«+ιΠ = k[u, v,u-\ ( Π (v-dj))-1] ,
where u=f*1 f%*ιl with α t >0 (l^i^w+1), and dl9 •••, dn are mutually distinct
elements of k. Then, after a suitable change of indices and a suitable change of
variables u and v, we are reduced to the following case:
v— d1^ /Λ/f 2

and v—dj~fj+1

for

2^j^n,

where βly /32£^0 and (Xιβ2—<x2β 1=^.1 •
3.5. Next, we shall consider the case where r^2 and m^<n for every i (l^i^r).
Here, we retain the notations in 1.9. Since mi^2, we have n^3.
Lemma. With the assumptions and the notations as above, we have'.
(1) For every i(l^i^r), EjjΓtB— φ for l^j^n+l, where Ξ is a general
fiber of the Pl-fibration r: V -*P\ (cf. 1.9.6), and there exists an irreducible component Δ, among Sia's (l^a^m^ such that (ΔI S)=1, i.e., Δ, is a cross-section
of τ; moreover, J?ty U Γ ; C |S; | for l^i^r and ί^j^n+l.
(2) Ξ Π C / ^ A J .
(3) For every i (l^i^r), Fia^A\ if S ίβ ΦΔf (l^a^mf) and Δ,.nC/=
(4) One of B/ί (l^j^Λ+1), say ΞM+1, contains none of Sia's (l^i^r and
l^a^nii). Then, every Ξ y (l^j^n) contains one and only one of Sίays (l^i^r
and l^a^nii) with multiplicity 1. After a suitable change of indices, we may
assume that, for every i (1 ^ i^r)y we have:
Δ l = Sίl and 5 / β c|BJ,
r

where b: = γ(ί,ά)=(ml—\)-\

\-(mi_1—l)+(a—l)for

2^a^m{.
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Proof. (1) Suppose that, for some i(l^i^r), 5t contains an irreducible
component Δ such that Δ Π U= φ and (Δ Ξ)=1, i.e., Δ is a cross-section of
r. Suppose, for convenience's sake, that Δc£ ίfΛ+1 . Then (Tj\jEij)Γ\'B=φ
for l^j^n, whence ΓyU-E, /C |B; | . Since Δ is a cross-section of r, every
Γj \jEfj (l^j^n) is connected to Δ by one or more components of Sia's
(l^a^nij). However, since fw, <w, this is impossible. This implies that there
exists a component Δ, among Sia's (l^a^m^ such that (Δt B)— 1, i.e., Δ, is a
cross-section. Then (Γy U E{j) Π B=φ for 1 ^j ^ n+ 1, whence (Γy U E{j) c | By | .
(2) It is now clear that B Π U= B - (B Π SΌo) ^ Aί .
(3) Suppose that S^ΦΔ,- (l^tf^m,-). Since S|.βΓlS=φ, Sίβ is a component of some Bj (l^j^n+l).
If Sia Π Δ, Φ φ, then Sia Π (Γy U E{j) φ φ
indeed, if otherwise, Sia<^.U, which is a contradiction. Hence Fia^A\. If
SiaΓ\Δ~φ then £o Φφ and /? f V ΓlS f β Φφ, whence ί1^^. It is now clear

that Δ, n t7=Δ,- y=ι
"ΰ1 ((r, u E|V) n Δ,).
(4) Since Δ, (1^/^r) is a cross-section of r, Δ, is not contained in any
one of B/s (1 ^j^ri). The remaining components of Sia's (l^i^r and 1 ^β^
wf ) are contained in the union of B19 •••, Bn+1. Since 2 (wf— l)=n (cf. Lemma
i=1

1.6), one of B/s, say Bn+1, contains none of Sia's. Then the inhomogeneous
coordinate v is an element of k[x,y\. Since B f l /7^Aj, we may assume that
v= x (cf. Abhyankar-Moh's Theorem). Then |B; | Π C/, which corresponds to
the value v=dj, is irreducible for l^j^n. Hence, every Bj(ί^j^n) contains
one and only one of Sia's. The remaining assertion is easy to prove.
Q.E.D
3.6. Lemma. With the assumptions and the notations as in Lemma 3.5, we have:
(1) / lfl ~ x— db with b=rγ(ifά)9 for l^ί^r and 2^a^mif
/fl~ 3;- Π (x—djYj+Pi(x) with 6^0 and P,(#)eE%], where £j = Q if
y=ι
(Γy U Ed Π Δf.= φ, and Sί > 0 and P^dj) Φ 0 // (Γ ,. U £ίy) Π Δ f Φ φ.
(3) an=lfor every i (l^S/^Sr).
(2)

Proof. (1) As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we may assume that v=x.
Then, since 5fβ c | BJ with b=fγ(i, a) and 5ie= | BJ Π Z7, we have /ίβ/^ Λ;— έ/Λ.
(2) /α can be determined by the same argument as used in the proof of
Lemma 3.2, the assertion (1). We only note that Δ, meets (or does not meet,
resp.) the unique component among Sίβ's contained in By if and only if (Γ; U Ei})
(3) We have:

for
and

v—dj~fia

with j=7(i,a),

for

l^j^n.
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Let A{ (l^i^r) and A be the following square matrices of size m{ and
respectively

α. Γ •«,»

•. 0
0 ••.
1

and

0

A =

The identification of rings in 1.9.1 implies that A is a unimodular matrix.
Hence an=l for l^i^r.
Q.E.D.
3.7. Theorem. Let f be a generίcally rational, irreducible polynomial of simple
type in k[x,y\ with n>l, r^2 and n>m ί for every i (1^/^r); indeed, n^3.
Then, after a suitable change of coordinates in k[x,y], f has one of the following
presentations:
/-( β=ί (*-<*.(.))*<•) -CV Π
(x-dj
=

Ci for

1 ^i^r ,

where dly ~ >dn are mutually distinct elements of k, c^fe*; αίβ>0, £; ^0 and
e(a): = 7(i, a) (cf. Lemma 3.5); P^dj) φ 0 z/ £ y >0; £;>0 if j*e(d) for all a
Proof.

Follows easily from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.

3.8. Finally, we shall consider the case where r^2 and m~n for some
i (l^^^) We may assume that ml=n. Lemma 1.6 then implies r=2, m^^n
and m2=2. We consider first the case n^Z\ the case n=2 will be treated in
the paragraphs 3.11 and 3.12. The Perforation p: V-+PI has two singular
fibers Sλ and 52, where S1(~]U has n irreducible components and S2 Π U has 2
irreducible components. Here we retain the notations in 1.9. Let Δ, (i=l, 2)
be the irreducible component in St such that (Δ, E)=1, where Δ2 must be one
of 521 and 522, say S21, (cf. the proof of the assertion (1) in Lemma 3.5).
Lemma. Assume that n^3. With the assumptions and the notations as
above, we have one of the following two cases:
(I) Case Δ j f Ί Z7Φφ. Then we have the same situation as stated in Lemma
3.5 with r=2.
(II) Case Δ : n U=φ. We may assume that Δ1c£lfll+1. Then the following
assertions hold true:
(1) For everyj (1 ^j^n), Γ y U ^1; C | B, | Slβ (1 ^a^n) belongs to one and
only one of S/s (\^j^n)\ after a change of indices, we may assume that Sla is contained in Ea with multiplicity 1 for \^a^n\ Fla^A# for l^a^n.
(2) EH U^A#, where & is a general fiber of the P^fibration τ: V-*P\.
(3) 522 belongs to one of B/s (1 ^j^n+ί), and S&<ί |S Λ+1 | we may
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| B1 \ F22^ A\ ana F21=S21- [j (Γj U E2j) Π S21.
=

(I) If Δ j Π C/Φφ, we have only to follow the arguments in Lemma

3.5.

(II) Assume that ΔjfΊϊ^φ. We may assume that
Since
E^ΠB^φ, we have Γ y US υ c | B y l for l ^ j ^ w . Since
Γ; U£Ί; is connected to A1 by one and only one of Sla's for ^j^n. After a
suitable change of indices a, we may assume that Slad |B
Then it is clear
that <Slβ is a component of Etf with multiplicity 1 and that Fl A for
This proves the assertion (1).
(2) Since B Π E7=B-(B Π SL) U (B Π Δ^, B Π f/«^i
(3) Suppose that S22 belongs to none of B/s (1 ^ ^rc+ 1). Then S22C C7,
which is a contradiction. Hence S22 belongs to one of B/s (1 ^j^w+1).
Suppose that S22 C | BM+1 1 . Then, in the identification of rings in 1.9.1, we have :

2"2β

for

where /3>0, β is independent of j. By comparison of the unit groups of the
rings of both hand sides in 1.9.1, we know that the following matrix A is unimodular,
αn tflM 0 0
0 ••• 0

1

A=

Since detA= — /3tf2i'(Σ #1*)
f —1

0

•. 0
0
1 0

CC21 Oί22

-β

-β

an(

i ^ = 3, A is not a unimodular matrix, which

is a contradiction. Hence S^Φ I B w + 1 1. Then we may assume that S22C | B1 \.
Then F22^Al (cf. the proof of the assertion (3) of Lemma 3.5), and -F21=*S21—
ιΠS 21 .

Q.E.D.

3.9. Lemma. With the assumptions and the notations as in Lemma 3.8, assume
that ΔjΓl U= φ. Then, after a suitable change of coordinates in k[x, y], we have:
(1) /22~^/ii~^+P(*), and fυ~ x^y+P^+d-di for 2^j^n,
where />0, P(x)ek[x], degP(*)</ and P(0)ΦO.
(2) αu=α21=l.
Proof. Since F22^Al> we may assume that f22=x (cf. Abhyankar-Moh's
Theorem). Since | BM+11 Γl U=φ, the inhomogeneous coordinate v is an element
of k[x,y]. Since B Γl ί/^^1^, v is a generically rational polynomial with n=l,
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and the curve v = d1 is the unique reducible member of Λ0(^) with two
disjoint components F22 and Fn. Since (Sn Δ^l, the fiber B1 is of the form:
Bl=Sll+tS2,+Z

with

\Z\=Γί(jEu.

On the other hand, since F11Γ\F22=φ9fιι is written in the form:

where />0 and P(x)^k[x]

with degP(*)</ and P(0)ΦO.

v—d;~ xt(xly+P(x))+d1—dj
v—d~
Since it

n

ΐif*¥

λ

Then we have:

for 1 ^j^

for
ί?, we have the following imimodular

and u—

matrix,

f a n • «ι» 0 0 \
0- -0 «21 «22
0 t
A= 1
0
-._
0
\

Ί

Since detA=ana2]t=l, we have αn=α2ι— ί=l.

/

Q.E.D.

3.10. Theorem. Let f be a generically rational, irreducible polynomial of simple
type in k\x,y\ with n^3, r=2, mλ=n and m2=2. Then, after a suitable change
of coordinates in k\x,y\, f is reduced to a polynomial of one of the following types:
(I) f ί s a polynomial of the type given in Theorem 3.7, where r=2, ml=n and

(II) /
where />0,
and dj's
Proof.

(2^j^w), P(x)ek[x] with degP(#)</ and P(0)ΦO,
are mutually distinct elements in k*.
Follows from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9.

3.11. We shall consider the remaining case: n=2 and m1=m2=2. As in
3.8, let Δ t be an irreducible component of S{ such that (ΔI Ξ)=1, where
/=!, 2. We shall prove the following:
Lemma. With the assumptions and the notations as above, we have either
r Δ 2 ΠC/Φφ.
Proof. Suppose that Δ, Π U= φ for /—I, 2. We may assume that
for
2
2
and Γ ί UJE l f U'Sιf c|B f |
'=1> , (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.8); the com-
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ponent Slf has multiplicity 1 in B, for z'= 1, 2. Suppose Δ2cl?23 Then
£"13Φφ and Z?23φφ, which contradicts the property 1.9.4; this is the only one
place where we have to depend on Lemma 1.4. Therefore, Δ2CJ:£I23 We may
assume that Δ2dE229 ΓjU^iUS^C (BJ and ΓgU^sU^c |B 3 |. Then we
have: u—c^ffί1/*?
for z=l,2, «;—ί/^ f 11/21/22 and v—d2~ /12/22, where
7>0. Hence we have the following αnimodular matrix,
sv
sv
CCji
Cti2

Π
U

Π
"

0 0 α21 α22
1 0 1 - γ
0 1 0 -7

Since det A=— αnα22—Ύ(αnα21+α12α2i)< — 1, this is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
Therefore, we have two cases: Δ, ΓΊ Z / Φ φ for /= 1, 2; Δ i Γ l f / ^ φ and
Δ2 Π f/Φφ. The case Δ x Π C/Φφ and Δ2 Π U=φ is reduced to the second case.
In both cases, we are reduced to the same situation as in Lemma 3.8 with
r=2 and m~2 (/=!, 2). Therefore, we have:
3.12. Theorem.

Theorem 3.10 is valid in the case n=2.

3.13. According to Russell [10], a polynomial/ in &[#,j/J is said to be a. good
field generator if there exists a polynomial g in k[x, y] such that k(xίy)=k(f,g)]
otherwise, / is said to be a bad field generator. The observations in §§2, 3
imply the following:
Theorem. Let f be a generically rational polynomial of simple type in
k\x,y\. Then there exists a generically rational polynomial g with at most two
places at infinity such that k(x, y)=k(f, g). In particular, f is a good field generator.
We note that a field generator is not necessarily good.
bad field generator was given in [10].

An example of a
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